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THE LONDON MERCHANT
TRANSMOGRIFIED,
OR,
BARNWELL UNBOUND
John Oxenford's
A Day Well Spent (1836)
Klaus Stierstorfer

eoi^e Lillo' s domestic tragedy The London Merchant; or, The
^'History of George Barnwell (1731) is undoubtedly one of the
h^^ftmost important plays of the eighteenth century, both with
regard to its own success on the stage,^ and its influence on major
developments in European drama. Here, its impact on the form of
tragedy and the later shaping of the new genre of melodrama has been
widely acknowledged.^ In the nineteenth century, it was itself also
' In the introduction to his edition of the play, James L. Steffensen gives a survey of the
play's performances and reception up to the end of the eighteenth century; Steffensen, ed.,
The Dramatic Works of George Lillo (Oxford: 1993), 120-28. A brief and extremely sporadic
stage history of The London Merchant is given in A. L. Carson, H. L, Carson, Domestic
Tragedy in English. Brief Survey, 2 vols (Salzburg: 1982), i, 130ff.
^ See for example Frank Rahill, The World of Melodrama (London: 1967), 104, 108; and
Lothar Fietz, "Zur Genese des englischen Melodramas aus der Tradition der biirgerlichen
Tragbdie und des Riihrstucks: Lillo—Schroder—Kotzebue—Sheridan—Thompson—Jerrold,^
Deutsche Vierteljahresschrift fiir Literaturwissenschaft und Geistesgeschichte 65 (1991): 99-116.
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transformed into melodrama,^ and, from the 1830s onwards, at the
same time provided a butt for burlesque. In all these shapes—in its
original form, changed to melodrama, and as burlesque—the force of
Lillo's play petered out in the course of the nineteenth century. No
direct offspring has survived in these modes, and it is only Lillo's
formative influence which can still be traced today.
However, the situation is quite different in yet another line of the
reception history of The London Merchant which has not been
adequately acknowledged to date. Tom Stoppard's On the Razzle
(1981), David Merrick' s famous musical Hello Dollyt (1964), Thornton
Wilder's The Merchant ofYonkers (1938; as The Matchmaker 1954), or
Johann Nestroy's immortal Einen Jux Will Er Sich Machen (1842), all
closely related in terms of adaptation, are not readily associated with
Lillo' s tragedy;"* but it is their ancestor in a direct line. The missing
link is the farce A Day Well Spent (1836) by John Oxenford
(1812-1877). He put Lillo's material to such comic effect, that the
result did not only prove a considerable success at the time,' but lent
' In the anonymous "Hoganh's Apprentices" (Britannia 24/01/1848), which only survives
in MS (British Museum Add.Ms. 43009 ff.439-472), the tragic ending is retained for all its
melodramatic additions, while George Dibdin Pitt's The Merchant Clerk (Victoria 04/10/1847)
freely spins out a love story around the good Clerk Elliott and his master's daughter Maria,
who bravely suffer the wrongs inflicted on them by Mary's stubborn father, Elliott's
dishonest fellow clerk, and the vicious cook Sarah Grout.
•* The connection to Lillo has only received passing notice in Roger Bauer, "J. N. Nestroy;
Einen Jux Will Er Sich Machen," Etudes Germaniques 23 (1968): 369; and in Susan Doering,
"Nestroy und seine Zeitgenossen," Nestrayana 7 (1987): 12.
^ It ran for 35 consecutive nights at the Lyceum, to be frequently revived at a variety of
theatres. It was even used as an exemplary text for the study of contemporary English in L.
Hilsenberg, ed.. The Modem English Comic Theatre with Notes in German, for the Study of
English Conversation in its Present State. Containing Twelve Comedies (Leipzig: 1838; 2nd ed.
1843). Another edition by a Dr Behnsch with the subtitle Ein Beitrag zur Kenntnis der
englischen Umgangssprache mil erlautemden Bemerkungen appeared at Breslau in 1855, and a
Dutch piratical translation of the latter was produced by L. Rijnenberg as a Vertaalhoekje voor
Middelhare Scholen (subtitle) at Dodrecht in 1857. I have been unable to find the German and
Dutch translations mentioned in DNB, xv, 13. The DNB article probably mistakes
Hilsenberg's and Rijnenberg's editions for translations, as they furnish the English text with
explanatory notes in German and Dutch respectively. When Johann Nestroy, who probably
did not speak English, adapted the piece in 1842 (see below), it is likely that he used some
form of a German translation, which need not, of course, have been a published text; for the
question whether Nestroy spoke any English see Norbert Janitschek, "Vom Vorlaufer des
'Jux' bis zu 'Hello Dolly,'" Nestroyana 1 (1979): 82. There is a recent German translation by
Elisabeth Rockenbauer in Nestrayana 3 (1981), 53-103.
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itself to this long series of adaptations and re-adaptations, unbroken
to the present day.
The sequence from Oxenford onwards has been noted before and
need therefore not be treated any further at present.^ It is, however,
Oxenford's farce where the decisive switch to the comic mode took
place, and it is the purpose of this essay to investigate what material
Oxenford adopted from Lillo and how it was transformed to result
in a shape rich and malleable enough to attract so many adaptors. In
a wider context, the study is also meant as a contribution to the
understanding of the processes active in the crossover from tragic or
"serious" genres to the comic.

ojp

J[

^

Generally, apprentices had always been seen as an unruly lot. Their
prominent role in the riots on "Evil May Day," 1 May 1517, when
open hostilities broke out between London craftsmen and foreign
merchants, was long remembered as a notorious instance of their
collective powers of mischief, but the main concern of a long
tradition of moralizing literature was for their individual welfare and
control as members of their masters' households. Samuel Richard
son's The Apprentice's VadeMecum (1734) is perhaps the most famous
example out of a multitude of conduct books specifically designed for
the situation of the apprentice.^ Painters visualized the message, as
Hogarth did in his famous series entiteld "Industry and Idleness"
(1747) and writers described the right (and wrong) conduct of the
apprentice in little narratives, such as Hannah More's The Two
' Janitschek; Michael Mitchell, Brian Murdoch, "'Wer kennt heute noch John Oxenford?'
The Fortunes of a Farce from Nestroy to Stoppard," in Murdoch, M. G. Ward (eds.). Studies
in Nineteenth Century Austrian Literature (Glasgow; 1983), 59-76.
' Examples are "WR," The Prentises' Practice in Godlinesse, and his true freedome (1613);
Caleb Trenchfield, A Cap of Grey Hairs for a Green Head: or. The Fathers Counsel to his Son,
An Apprentice in London. Containing wholesome Instructions for the Management of a Mans
whole Life
'1710); [anon.]. The Apprentice's faithful Monitor [UOG)-, "Zinzano," The
Servant's Calling; With Some Advice to the Apprentice: Designed for such as have had the
Benefit of a Good Education, or would he assisted under the Disadvantage of a Bad one (1725);
S. F. Abbott, Admonitions to an Apprentice, to which is added A Table of Eminent Individuals,
who from humble life have risen to Affluence and Honour (Lowestoft, 1843); [anon.]. The
Apprentice; or. Affectionate Hints to a young friend entering upon the business of life (1844);
H. N. Adler, The Industrious Apprentice. A Sermon (1887).
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Shoemakers (1796). The stage, too, had been employed to the same
purpose long before Lillo, as for instance in Thomas Heywood's If
You Know Not Me, You Know Nobody: Part II (1605), or J.Cooke's
Green's Tu Quoque or, the Cittie Gallant (1611).
What is distinctive of eighteenth-century dramatists, however, is
their reluctance to take a comic attitude to this subject matter at the
same time. The perspective which had produced such hilariously
funny stage apprentices as Quicksilver in Chapman's and Marston's
Eastward Hoe! (1605) and Jasper and Rafe in Francis Beaumont' s The
Knight of the Burning Pestle (1607) had become almost extinct. Arthur
Murphy's The Apprentice (1756) is one of the rare exceptions and
shows these constraints. Dick, an apothecary's apprentice and
passionate member of a "spouting club," performs a number of
pranks, including an elopement with a troupe of strolling players
ending in his arrest under the vagrancy act. Although the respectable
elders, such as Dick's father, do not escape ridicule, the end of
Murphy's play is unequivocal. The repentant apprentice has to give
up all histrionic pretensions and face "reality," as it is defined by his
father and master. Murphy thus sets his piece firmly in the
framework of the real world of business and trade, where Dick's
theatrical vagaries can briefly give rise to laughter, but have to be
thoroughly exorcised in the end. The importance of Murphy' s play
in our context lies in the very fact that he did venture, in a time
when The London Merchant held the stage in triumph, to use the
serious theme of an apprentice' s disobedience as a vehicle for his fun,
rather than criminalizing it as a warning example.
The Apprentice is thus only a very timid continuation of the hearty
satire in the Jacobean coterie theatres and the hilarious fun on the
Restoration stage, where youths triumphed in the wake of a new
infusion of plays modeled on Plautus and Terence via the reception
of Moliere. It was only in the nineteenth century that plays emerged
which increasingly began to discard the instructive and censorious
elements. One important indicator of the move in this direction is
the fact that now the first burlesques and pantomime versions of
Lillo's tragedy appeared, especially at the "minor" theatres.
In 1826, the Surrey Theatre produced a burlesque by Charles
Dibdin Junior, entitled The Apprentice's Opera; or. The Fate of the
Fancy Lad. No playtext seems to have survived, but, according to its
notice in The Courier, the play drew its inspiration from Hogarth, its
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"scenes and general arrangement [being] a good deal in the Tom and
Jerry style.
The fashion for parodies of The London Merchant then
took off in earnest from the 1830s onwards, with such plays as J. B.
Buckstone's pantomime Harlequin and Georgey Barnwell; or, The
London 'Prentice (Covent Garden 26/12/1836) and burlesques such as
the anonymous Georgey Barnwell (Surrey 07/07/1833), M.Corri's
George Barnwell; or, The London Merchant Tailor (Surrey 27/05/
1844), and H. J. Byron' s George de Barnwell. A Burlesque Pantomime
Opening (Adelphi 26/12/1862).
Apart from the burlesque tradition, there were few comic plays in
the first decades of the century on a similar theme. The anonymous
A Dayjs Fun; or, "All's Fair in Fair Time" (Adelphi 30/10/1828)' is
such an example. It describes an apprentice' s buffoonery at a fair, but
the parallels to the Barnwell story remain slight. To render the play
comic, the apprentice's trespasses are reduced to a bagatelle level,
although they would not satisfy the strict standards of the advice
books. Moreover, he has not illegally absented himself, but enjoys
his practical jokes on a day off, with the benevolent connivance of his
master. Since both the moral and the mercantile order is basically
upheld and the deviations from it are slight, apprentice and audience
are free to enjoy their fun unmitigated by any moral strictures. The
play invites the audience along on the apprentice' s legitimate holiday,
where certain innocuous offences can be committed for fun and
without the fear of punishment. At the day's and the play's end, the
order impersonated by the master who is treated in all reverence in
the play remains unquestioned.

The impression gained from a reading of John Oxenford' s first play,
set in a lawyer's office, is more ambiguous. My Fellow Clerk (Lyceum
24/04/1835)'° presents an odd mixture of both didactic as well as
® The Courier March 28, 1826, 3a. There is of course the even earlier ballad parody by James
and Horace Smith, "Geoi^e Barn'^ell," printed in their Rejected Addresses; or, The New
Theatrum Poetarum (1812), ed. A. Boyle (1929), 122-4.
' The only text available is British Museum Add.Ms. 42892 ff.371-421.
Its contemporary editions include London: J. Miller, 1835; Duncombe #264; Lacy vol.
48; Dicks #558; Modern English Comic Theatre ii.
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merely entertaining elements without striking a balance or properly
integrating them. In so far as it includes an erring youth, in this case
prodded on to vice by his "fellow clerk," and a master who
generously forgives him in the end, it is remotely related to The
London Merchant. There, however, the similarities end, and as it is
also a very weak play in terms of construction and style, it is only
interesting as a foil to Oxenford's later achievements.
When Oxenford returned to a similar thematic complex in the
following year, he seems to have made up his mind. A Day Well
Spent (Lyceum 04/04/1836)" has a clear perspective and a wellorganized structure. As no modern edition is readily available, a brief
summary is in order.
Its story is that of the hosier Cotton leaving his foreman and
apprentice. Bolt and Mizzle, in charge of his shop for the day. Rather
than fulfill their duty, however, they lock up the shop and set out for
the City to have some fun. This plan is continually spoilt by a series
of near-encounters with Cotton. They have to take refuge in widow
Stitchley' s shop, where they entangle themselves in lies for doing so.
As a consequence, they have to invite the owner of the shop and her
friend and customer. Miss Brown, to dinner at "the Anchor," only to
discover their master on the other side of a screen at the table next to
them. They manage to escape undetected into a coach waiting
outside, but the coachman mistakes Mizzle, disguised in Miss Brown' s
cloak and veil, for Cotton' s daughter Harriet, whom he is to take to
a friend, Mrs. Chaigely, to prevent an elopement. On their arrival,
that romantic lady, too, promptly takes them for the amorous pair on
the run. They are then confronted by Harriet' s real lover. Cutaway,
and finally manage their escape when Cotton and the two ladies from
the inn are announced. Back home, they find they have lost their
key, but observe two housebreakers at their attempt to rob their
master. They manage to overpower them and end up the celebrated
heroes of the day. Bolt being taken into partnership and Mizzle
promoted to the position of foreman. The farce ends in a tableau,
where Cotton announces his intended marriage to Mrs. Stitchley,
" It was first printed in 1836 (London; J. Miller), and included in the major contemporary
acting editions: Dicks no.558; Duncombe no.264; Lacy vol.48; Modern English Comic
Theatre ii. The text used in the following is again the earliest; the references will be
abbreviated as '^ADWSp.'*
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Bolt accepts Miss Brown and Harriet' s lover Cutaway gains Cotton' s
favour by turning out to be "the son of a great bobbin maker."
General parallels to Lillo's London Merchant and to the advice
books for apprentices are quickly identified in such features as the
merchant' s household with a daughter and two employees, or Bolt' s
and Mizzle's unauthorized absence from the master's house; but
references are also conscious and explicit. In the very first speech of
the play, George Barnwell is mentioned when Cotton reflects on
Bolt' s and Mizzle' s reliability:
Egad, to make all the naughty apprentices look on those two
young men would be as good a lesson as going to see George
Barnwell on a boxing night. {ADWSp, 1)
Cotton nevertheless admonishes Bolt and Mizzle on leaving his shop
in their care. They dutifully respond as if reciting a catechism,
reassuring their master that they have well imbibed the lessons of the
advice books, as for example the one on the important subject of the
choice of company:
COT. All foremen and apprentices are—alas!—not like you.
There are several very wicked foremen and apprentices in the
world.
BOLT. Ah, I have heard so—I have read so—but never met
any.
MiZ. No; Bolt and I are very particular with whom we
associate; evil communications, you know, sir— {ADWSp, 1)
The proverb to which Mizzle refers reads in full "Evil
communications corrupt good manners." Old as Menander's Thais
(Fragment 2) and quoted by St. Paul (ICor xv.33), it was of course a
useful phrase to include in advice books.^^ Mizzle's elliptic quotation
shows his over-familiarity with it.
Cotton therefore leaves his house well-satisfied with another
reference to The London Merchant:
William Cobbet quotes it in paragraph 308 of the fifth letter ("To a Father**) in his Advice
to Young Men, and (incidentally) to Young Women. The book was first published in monthly
instalments in 1829, its other editions including 1837, 1861, 1874, 1886, 1887, 1906.
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Excellent steady creatures! Oh, were all like them, the tragedy
of Geoi^e Barnwell would never have been written. (ADWSp,
3)
Cotton is mistaken, of course. The inference is that many apprentices
and foremen in the shops of London are very much like Bolt and
Mizzle as they will appear in the farce, both unlike the "steady
creatures" of Cotton's imagination and unlike Lillo's Geotge
Barnwell; therefore his tragedy has to be rewritten to suit their
needs. The question which naturally follows is what changes the
process of rewriting involved and to what needs the play was adapted.
In order to shape the material taken over from Lillo according to
his own devices, Oxenford used mainly two techniques, which can be
characterized as disintegration of focus and depleted adoption. Motifs
carefully focused by Lillo are dispersed and redistributed by
Oxenford, and where dramatic elements or subunits are adopted in
the farce, they are depleted of the moral and symbolic intensity
assigned to them by Lillo. Single or in combination, these two
techniques are at the centre of the entire process of transformation
and can be observed on the levels of character, location, plot and
style.
On the side of the victim, Lillo's Barnwell has undergone a
complex mutation. Not only is his dramatic position redoubled in
Bolt and Mizzle—or rather quadrupled if we also count the minor
roles of the two thieves—but many motifs assigned to Barnwell are
further redistributed by Oxenford. While Barnwell was the object of
Maria's tender and somewhat naive romantic affections, Oxenford's
Harriet elopes with an outsider. Thus the motif of romantic love is
separted from Bolt and Mizzle and parodied in the figures of Harriet
and Cutaway.
Where Barnwell himself commits a robbery resulting in murder,
the outright criminal aspect in A Day Well Spent is devolved onto two
newly introduced housebreakers, the possibility of murder distinctly
appearing in the housebreaker's possession of firearms. Apart from
their purely dramatic function of helping to wrap up the plot, their
contribution to the play's comic effects includes a parodistic
reminiscence of the contrast between Barnwell's and Millwood's
respective ends. While Sam Newgate in analogy to Millwood is
unrepentant under arrest and locked in a cupboard, his companion.
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Peter Prig, immediately starts to snivel on being caught and submits
to his expected punishment of being hanged. After he has already
been released by Bolt who is much too preoccupied with securing the
other housebreaker and never mentions morals to him, Prig
gratuitously promises: "Yes, yes! I'll reform!—I feel a moral change
already." {ADWSp, 22) While Barnwell is repentant but ultimately
hanged nevertheless. Prig is gratuitously set free and then repents.
The burlesque is subtle but hilarious.
The reason for these changes is obvious. Romantic love as well as
outright delinquency hinder the merry laughter aimed at by
Oxenford. He therefore devolves these aspects onto subordinate
figures and extracts as much fun as possible by burlesquing them. In
the case of the thieves, however, the device is even more subtle. By
identifying Peter Prig as Bolt's predecessor in the position of
Cotton's foreman, Oxenford casts the two thieves as a negative foil
to Bolt and Mizzle. Evoking the commonplace contrast of the good
and bad apprentice in the didactic literature, he dexterously prepares
the final audience response he is aiming at. The contrast of Prig and
Newgate shows Bolt and Mizzle in an unambiguously positive light,
assigning to the housebreakers the role of scapegoats. Through their
well-calculated late entry and dismissal, Oxenford purges the, by
contemporary standards, slightly doubtful or risque in Bolt's and
Mizzle' s adventures, which had been essential to the comic effects of
the farce but might have become a liability in the final merriment.
The figure of Millwood, as a second example for Oxenford's
transformations of his source material, is even more important than
the comparatively passive Barnwell, in so far as she embodies the clear
dramatic centrepoint of The London Merchant. Her intrigue to exploit
and corrupt the innocent Barnwell is the exclusive reason for the
play's action to move forward, both in prompting Barnwell to his
crimes and, by reaction, in finally setting the machinery of judicial
retribution in motion. No corresponding character is to be found in
A Day Well Spent. What remains of Millwood's mercenary eroticism
and cunning seductiveness is diluted, scattered, and rudimentary.
Lillo' s epitomy of temptation in Millwood has been parceled out to
a number of separate characters and scenes. When Bolt, for example,
persuades Mizzle to forsake his duty at the shop, he briefly appears
as a temptation figure, and when the two adventurers have their arms
twisted by the two ladies in their company to luxuriate in an
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expensive dinner at "the Anchor" the old topos of the orgiastic meal
linked to the sin of fornication is somewhere in the background, but
the moral significance with which Lillo loads it in Millwood's
inviting Barnwell to supper (I.v) has disappeared.
Generally,
Oxenford' s use of aspects derived from Millwood differs widely from
his source. Instead of driving at a moral point, it now is their
purpose to provide and heighten comic effects. Mizzle's original
hesitancy to come on the spree is retained throughout the play in the
comic device of a lily-livered diffidence expressed in his unrelenting
puns on Bolt's confident adventurousness. Similarly, the fact that
Bolt and Mizzle are at table with two unknown ladies increases their
potential embarrassment if found out by Cotton and adds to the
audience' s risible titillation who watch their narrow escape.
Abandoning Lillo's method of using Millwood's intrigue as the
major unifying factor moreover meant for Oxenford that he had to
find a new structural framework. His solution consisted of mainly
two decisive alterations. Firstly, he used pure chance to replace
Millwood's schemes as the motivating power behind the action.
Secondly, he compensated the resulting loss of logical coherence by
foregrounding a linking factor that had only existed as an implication
in TTje London Merchant. Essentially, the tragedy could be described
as a series of speeches situated in symbolically significant locations in
an antithetical manner. The setting of the scenes erratically moves
back and forth from one place to another. This irregular pattern
works because, as James L. Steffenson very perceptively remarks, "[i]n
the moral system of Lillo's play, the initial surrender to sensuality
involves an all but automatic progression to the most terrible
crimes;... the link is inherent and assumed."" Building on an all but
axiomatic coherence of his plot, Lillo then is free to follow his real
intention of depicting the struggle between good and evil, epitomized
by Thorowgood and Millwood, for Barnwell's life and soul. In other
words, there is a connivance between author and audience from the
beginning that a chain reaction of vice will eventually destroy
Barnwell after his first mistake. It is this connecting device that
Oxenford takes up, depletes of its moral content and externalizes to
form the major framework of his farce. In his version. Bolt and
Mizzle, after deserting their duty at the shop, are caught up in a chain
James L. Steffensen (ed.). The Dramatic Works., 118.
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reaction of troubles where the escape from one embarrassment is the
very means to entangle them in an even greater one. When they
avoid meeting their master in the street by entering Mrs. Stitchley' s
shop, they are caught up in Bolt' s excuses and the ladies' ruse. When
they get away from the Anchor by jumping on a coach they become
real prisoners by being mistaken for the fugitive daughter and her
lover. Where Lillo' s audience, however, shared the moral concept of
the sinner' s necessary and progressive entanglement in vice with their
author, Oxenford's audience is led to expect the adventurers' ever
increasing embarrassments as a purely dramatic and external rule of
the game, so to speak. The evil temptress Millwood has been
replaced by the neutral concept of chance as the motor of the play.
By abandoning Lillo's antithetical surface structure where the
scenes moved between the locations corresponding in symbolic value
to their occupants, Oxenford adapted his settings to the cumulative
and serial character of his plot. Chased by chance. Bolt and Mizzle
are driven in an ever more uncontrollable and frantic race from place
to place, until the movement comes to a standstill on their safe return
to the shop. Barnwell's slow but inexorable progression from his
master's house to the gallows has become a circular race in the farce
which drops off its exhausted but exhilerated adventurers where they
had started.
The absence of an overriding sense of intentional and moral
causality and the externalization of logical coherence into a purely
dramatic ploy is also clearly visible in the fundamentally different use
of language in the two plays. There is no equivalent to Thorowgoods
lengthy sermonizing or to Barnwell' s pondering soliloquies in A Day
Well Spent. The farce consists almost entirely of quickly moving
dialogue, reflecting Oxenford's multiplication of plot lines and
characters. The rambling, expository sentences of The London
Merchant are cut down to curt exchanges. These have nothing in
common with isolated passages of similarly fast dialogue in The
London Merchant, as for example in I.v or II.ix, where the short,
quick exchanges mirror Millwood' s chopping up of Barnwell' s moral
conceptions and reflect the urgency of the emotions involved. In the
farce, the fast exchanges are simply a function of the speed of the
action which is dazzlingly high throughout. All dialogue, as well as
the occasional monologue, is either a reaction to events which have
just occurred or a preparation for the actions of immediate necessity
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in the present and nearest future, and very often it is both. The
speakers in the farce are almost continually under pressure which
makes any digressive reflections impossible.
Again, the transformation from implicit meaning into exterior
form is evident. This holds true even for the very cohesion of the
dialogue at the most elementary level, as a comparison of a short
passage from two "seduction" scenes can show. In Il.ix.42-45 of The
London Merchant, Millwood is trying to cajole Barnwell into
abandoning his resolution to break off their acquaintance.
Bam. Such is my Frailty that 'tis dangerous.
Mill. Where is the Danger, since we are to part}
Bam. The Thought of that already is too painful.
Mill If it be painful to part, then may I hope at least you do
not hate me.'
Bam. No,—no,—I never said I did,—O my Heart!— [my
italics]
Millwood's arguments first of all create the impression of strict
logicality. With their parting the danger disappears, and Barnwell's
pain at the thought evidently allows the inference that he does not
hate her. The coherence of logical argumentation is not used by
Millwood for its usual purpose of convincing by the establishment of
an ordered, causal sequence of ideas. On the contrary, this rhetorical
pattern only serves as a disguise for her real intentions. This is
already indicated by the stark contrast between the obviousness of the
conclusions and their syntactic presentation. Millwood' s use of the
question form introduces a suggestiveness which is alien to the
logicality to which she pretends. A look at the underlined words
then reveals, how Millwood cunningly picks out the most emotive
terms in Barnwell's lines ("dangerous," "painful") and ignores the
neutral or moral concepts ("Frailty," "Thought"), replacing them with
others appealing again to Barnwell's passion, so that three such
notions cumulate in 1.45 ("painful," "to part," "hate me"). It takes her
manipulative power only these two sentences to shake Barnwell from
the comparatively reasonable contemplation of his frailty in 1.42 into
the passion of 1.46 as reflected in the breakdown of his sentence
structure. It is then easy for her to move through the gradations of
"pity me" (1.47), and "think upon me" (1.49) to "Embrace" (1.51).
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Millwood's feigned logicality is a mask of her appeal to Barnwell's
passions. The brief scene reveals how closely form and meaning are
here interwoven, and how adeptly their interrelation is manipulated
by Millwood.
In his attempt to inveigle Mizzle into shutting up the shop with
him in scene i, Bolt also exhibits his persuasive powers.
MiZ. No, no! it won't do; we must take care of the shop.
BOLT. NOW look ye—how does master take care of his
money.'
MiZ. By locking it up.
BOLT. Then that' s the way we take care of the shop—I'11 lock
the door, and you shall shut the shutters.
MiZ. Oh, come, come! (ADWSp, 3)
Just as Millwood did. Bolt also picks out a term from Mizzle' s last
sentence and uses it in a logical argument. His syllogism is patently
. flawed, of course, and the only coherence in Bolt' s argumentation is
of a sham superficiality, mainly based on the lexical parallel between
two collocations of the phrase "to take care of." Where Millwood
employed impeccable logic (while her method to convince depended
on Barnwell' s passions). Bolt' s use of faulty logic has nothing else to
depend on except Mizzle' s daftness in overlooking its deficiency.
The comparison of the two dialogues also shows in detail what has
already been remarked concerning the respective plot structures of the
two plays in general. The London Merchant is, to a large extent,
determined by Millwood's schemes translated into action by her
manipulative powers of persuasion. In Oxenford's plot no such
master discourse is discernible. Although Mizzle eventually agrees to
leave the shop at the end of the dialogue from which the above
extract is taken, his change of mind does not appear as a result of a
continuous process of persuasion. There is no coherent progression
in the dialogue, but it appears rather as a loose series of individual
attempts to convince, each of which could do the trick if it happened
to catch on. It is then as if by chance that Mizzle suddenly comes
round when reproached with a lack of taste for fun. Bolt' s trial-anderror method has finally hit the right argument.
As the characters' actions are not instrumental to bringing about
their aims in the farce, neither is their language. As their actions are
held together on the surface by purely dramatic devices, so their
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dialogues are often only very mechanically connected, most
notoriously perhaps by puns, rhetorical figures primarily based on the
sound or spelling of a phrase, not its meaning.
With the many changes and transformations Oxenford inflicted on
his source material the question arises why he took the trouble to
refer back to The London Merchant at all instead of inventing from
scratch, or at least using a comedy and not a tragedy as his inspiration
for a comic play. The scale of the transformations of its adapted
elements precludes the possibility that A Day Well Spent was intended
as a straightforward burlesque along the lines of the anonymous
Georgey Barnwell produced at the Surrey Theatre three years earlier.
Better explanations emerge with a brief look back to Oxenford's
earlier My Fellow Clerk.
To a large extent, the considerable
superiority of A Day Well Spent in terms of dramatic craftsmanship
is, as the analysis has shown, due to forms and structures gleaned
from the moral and didactic concepts widely employed by Lillo. A
Day Well Spent is first and foremost the better play because it is
consistently based on the notion of the chain reaction as its principle
of order and cohesion. Moreover, Oxenford's technique of using
scattered bits of Lillo's well-focused thematic material also had,
paradoxically, a unifying effect on his farce. Even if the fragments of
Millwood's broken figure emerge only on close analysis from
Oxenford's text, they still retain their common origin which results
in so many facets of the temptation motif popping up throughout the
farce and further holding it together. The language, finally, although
divested of Lillo's multi-layered complexity and moral significance,
retains a superficial coherence in a sham logicality or purely semantic
linkage which make it a major unifying factor.
The fact that traces of Lillo' s moral issues, even if much depleted
of their depth and momentousness, are still identifiable, is of some
further importance yet. In their rudimentary form they appear as
nagging restrictions which it is considered naughty to break, as in the
case of Bolt' s and Mizzle' s obligation to stay in the shop; or they
tickle the audience in the shape of a pleasant and only slightly erotic
piquancy instead of Millwood' s explicit sensuality, as for example in
Bolt's and Mizzle's adventure with Mrs Stitchley and Miss Brown.
For all their diluted state, they add a spicy savour to the norms and
conventions which constitute the social background against which the
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farce is set, thus increasing the tension and heightening the comic
effects.

What effect the farce as a whole is supposed to have now remains to
be further specified. Here, the lack of an explicit moral purpose can
be confirmed in the play's overall construction. On the one hand,
Oxenford did not use the ending typical of most edifying works
where the delinquent youth may be punished, or at least will have to
repent of his transgressions and dutifully submit to the elders'
authority. Bolt and Mizzle are never caught. They have had their
spree in town and triumphantly carry it off in the end by securing the
housebreakers. On the other hand. Cotton and the values for which
he stands have received little harm. Even if Bolt and Mizzle have few
regrets, they still come back to the bourgeois respectability which
they had disregarded in town. Bolt is not only taken into partnership
but also agrees to marry Miss Brown. Compared to the beginning of
the play, little seems to have changed, and Bolt and Mizzle can be
expected to appear in the shop the next morning as they have done
with the greatest regularity for a long time.
This conclusion has parallels in The London Merchant. Lillo, too,
appears to have been in a dilemma. Uncertain whether to punish
Barnwell for his crimes and serve the cause of justice, or whether to
exemplify mercy and grant him reprieve for his repentance, he finds
a compromise where he has it both ways. Although Barnwell is
hanged, he can, unlike Millwood, expect God's forgiveness and the
salvation of his soul. The effect was that supporters of either view,
consistent severity or eventual leniency, could be satisfied. Their
attentions would not be distracted by ruminating too much on the
play's conclusion, but were drawn where Lillo really wanted them.
His main intention was not to shock by the usual gruesome end of
the criminal, often set off by the triumphant success of a virtuous
counterpart. Rather than making a spectacle of the consequences of
vice, he wanted his spectators to realize "what drew their Ruin on, /
And by by avoiding that—prevent our own" (V.xii.l2f).
I suggest that Oxenford, from very similar considerations, wanted
to avoid siding with either Cotton' s epitome of duty or the renegade
foreman and apprentice. He, too, obviously had a different agenda.
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albeit one entirely unlike Lille's. Uncontested by any other
considerations, it is the play's "fun" (one of Oxenford's favourite
terms) that can develop its full power as the primary purpose. This
aim is self-consciously pursued in the farce on several levels. "Fun"
is the watchword of Bolt's and Mizzle's rambles on the town,
confirmed by a shake of hands after Bolt has succeeded to cajole
Mizzle along by accusing him of a lack of love for fun;
MiZ. Give us your hand.
BOLT. {Takes his hand) Here' s off for fun, then! {Exeunt, R.)
{ADWSp, 4)
Despite many a pickle and narrow escape, they can still call the day
"well spent." The exciting adventures in town were after all very
amusing to them, as Bolt' s high spirits on their return home testify.
The same is true on yet another level. If they have been able to
amuse the audience. Bolt and Mizzle the actors have also spent their
day well, as has the audience by coming to see the farce.
The insight, however, that fun was Oxenford's ultimate purpose
does not yet make a satisfactory explanation of the farce itself. It in
turn leads to the question of what kind of fun Oxenford aimed at and
what effects it could be expected to have on the audience. Obviously
the problem of the function of laughter and the comic in general
comes in here. The longstanding theoretical argument on laughter
and the numerous theories it produced cannot, however, be further
pursued in the framework of this essay. Apart from the theoretical
view on laughter in general, the answer to the question of its effects
and meaning will often be prejudiced by the specific text consulted.
I consider it therefore more constructive, at least for the present
purpose, to try to look for clues in the text to see what kind of
laughter it is meant to produce and what effect it could have.
Here, the idea of duty undoubtedly is a mainstay of the play' s fun.
In line with the amoral and non-didactic structure of the farce, it
cannot, however, be considered a butt of laughter in the tradition of
For a historical survey of the pertinent concepts which could have influenced Lillo and
Oxenford see, for the eighteenth century, Stuart M. Tave, The Amiable Humorist. A Study
of the Comic Theory and Criticism of the Eighteenth and Early Nineteenth Centuries (Chicago,
1960) and, for the nineteenth century, Robert B. Martin, The Triumph of Wit. A Study of
Victorian Comic Theory (Oxford, 1974).
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didactic comedy. The audience is incited to laugh at Bolt's and
Mizzle's embarrassment, when they reap the seeds of their
unfaithfulness by being caught in a new scrape, quite as much as they
laugh at their triumph when they have wriggled out of it again.
Clearly, the social and moral concept of duty in Oxenford's farce
primarily functions as a dramatic device used to a dramatic end. We
need to look further yet.
Whatever the original plan was for their spree in town. Bolt and
Mizzle never get round to it, because their duty constantly catches up
with them and they have to spend all the day's worth in time and
eneigy on getting away from it, without ever fully succeeding. Their
constant necessity to escape is only at an end when they are back in
Cotton's house. They are thus never able to establish a real
alternative to "selling checked neck-handkerchiefs" apart from running
away from "selling checked neck-handkerchiefs." Consequently they
have not gained any tangible results at the end of the play, because
ceasing to run away means simply returning to sell the said article.
What therefore constitutes the play's fun is not a positive value or
attitude, but a negation. The temporal suspension of the hegemony
of duty through Bolt's and Mizzle's escapes does not have the
function to proclaim another ruling power; not even that of fun,
because fun is a consequence of the negation of duty, not a
competitive concept to replace it. The play's laughter needs the
concept of duty for its foil and disappears without it. Although Bolt
and Mizzle continually break through the prison walls closing in on
them, no new land of liberty opens up on the other side, however far
they run. They are neither able to suspend temporarily the harsh
every-day realities in C. L. Barber' s sense of creating a kind of "green
world," nor do they eventually "[cause] a new society to crystallize"
around them in accordance with Northrop Frye's view of the New
Comedy pattern.'^
It is tempting to see pessimistic futility in the repetition of such a
process, but it would be out of tune with the overall sentiment of the
play. Even if the escapes from the prison of duty and the master's
shop never lead to a tangible success, their very existence is signifiC. L. Barber, Shakespeare's Festive Comedy. A Study of Dramatic Form and its Relation to
Social Custom (Cleveland, 1959); Northrop Frye, Anatomy of Criticism. Four Essays (rpt.
Harmondsworth, 1990), 163.
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cant. Although Bolt and Mizzle may not have made their final escape
from the shop, they have, figuratively speaking, destroyed the
weatherhouse Mizzle mentioned at the beginning (scene i). The
mechanistic image that they and their master "are like a man and
woman in a weather house—when one goes out the other stops at
home" appears to have been used by Cotton to drum the duty of
permanent attendance to the shop into Mizzle' s head. Through their
disobedience to the maxim. Bolt and Mizzle have faulted the
comparison to the weatherhouse as an instrument to describe—and
circumscribe—human behaviour. It may even remain a useful means
of generalization, but it can never be acceptable in its exclusiveness
any longer. Human nature is shown as too complex for the very
simple mathematics of the weatherhouse.
In the sphere of social relationships at least, Oxenford's farce can
thus be read as a critique or counterstatement to The London Merchant
as Oxenford saw it. The concept of the chain reaction of vice, as
used in the tragedy, could be interpreted to suggest an extremely
restrictive moral; As even the slightest aberration from the code of
duty to the master could prove potentially fatal to the apprentice, his
safety lies in absolute obeisance to the rules of conduct in every detail
and sphere of life. Clearly, this reading does not do full justice to the
complexity of Lillo' s play, but it was the one most widely accepted
and, by implication, the one that Oxenford calls into question.
Ultimately, the apprentice's complete submission reduces him to an
automaton which works smoothly in the underlying, inflexible
concepts—religious, moral and, not least, economic—but deprives his
life of its humanity and its fun. During the century since Lillo had
written his tragedy, much had changed in the social and economic
situation of Britain. Against the background of industrialisation and
its instrumentalization of human labour, the invalidation of the
mechanistic view of duty by juxtaposing it to the primordially human
category of fun in the farce was certainly highly topical in the 1830s.
Moreover, in order to expose the rigidity of the apprentice' s code
of conduct, Oxenford also rid his play of any refigious overtones. Of
course, amputating Lillo "s theological symbolism was first and
foremost a dramatic ploy. Had it been retained, Oxenford' s audience,
and least of all the Examiner of Plays, would hardly have been
prepared to laugh at the farce. It is a precondition for the intended
"fun" to happen in the first place. This, however, is also true in a
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further sense. By severing the concept of duty from its religious
justification, it lost its character of divine absoluteness. With its
transcendency replaced by relativity, it could be looked at in human
terms, including criticism and laughter.
Oxenford's rejection of utilitarian reduction also extends to the
dramatic level. As his farce is based on the dysfunctional in human
behaviour, so Oxenford "s use of the dramatic genre itself is non
functional in the moralistic sense. Lillo drives at his instructive moral
in a direct, purpose-built efficiency. His entire play is subordinated
to something outside itself, namely a specific moral how to avoid, in
the face of human weakness, the snares of vice. As opposed to that,
Oxenford' s farce remains self-contained. Although human weakness,
in the shape of Bolt' s and Mizzle' s swerve from automatic obedience,
is also the central issue of the farce, no remedy is sought against it.
It is celebrated as something distinctly human, and indeed enjoyable.
The farce, free of imperatives, does not have a moral to instil, does
not point to anything outside itself. Whatever it can give to an
audience will obliquely spring from the play's own, self-contained
theatrical presence. This, perhaps, is the most decisive difference
between the tragic mode of The London Merchant and the specific
comic vein of A Day Well Spent. Oxenford's farce, it seems to
follow, does not offer a cure to human fallibility if the need were felt
for one. At its best, however, it can be the therapy itself.
As the analysis has shown, this is clearly reflected in Oxenford's
use of the material he took from Lillo. In terms of his dramatic
approach, the transformations he effected can indeed be summed up
as a complete inversion. While Lillo' s play was constructed for the
express purpose of instilling a moral, Oxenford utilized moralizing
elements adapted from Lillo to operate his dramatic machinery. The
absolute priority he thus assigned to "the play" above any secondary
justification or purpose reveals a significant increase in the esteem of
the theatre as such. In Lillo's time, there was a strong faction for
whom the only possible justification of a visit to the theatre was
moral edification. Richardson, in his Vade Mecum, suggested that,
"under proper Regulations, the Stage may be made subservient to
excellent Purposes, and be an useful Second to the Pulpit itself." He
then, however, goes on to regret that The London Merchant was the
"one instance...when the stage condescended to make itself useful to
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the City-Youth"'' and hence the only play he would allow an
apprentice to see. In A Day Well Spent, the wheel seems to have
come full circle. It implicitly criticizes the excesses of moralizing and
unashamedly flaunts "fun" as its only intention, which means, in
other words, it has been "a day well spent" for the audience (and
actors) if they have been able to enjoy the theatrical presentation as
such. It is clearly this theatrical confidence of the play, as well as its
adept employment of a distillation of the best dramatic elements in
The London Merchant which made it so self-consciously a creature of
the stage and so attractive and surprisingly amenable to later adaptors.
Despite lamentations on the decline of the theatre and continuing
demands for and practice of moralizing instruction on the stage, it is
important to note that the nineteenth century also produced plays
like A Day Well Spent where the theatre had, once again, come into
its own.
" Richardson, The Apprentice's Vade Mecum (London, 1734), 9, 16.

